**Which Math placement test to take?**

**TEST MATH GENERAL EDUCATION:**
The test determines if students have to take a math class or not in order to fulfill our General Education requirement.

**TEST 1 ALGEBRA:**
For students interested in taking higher levels of math. The test determines whether students can go straight into MA1020 or MA1025 or if they need to take their prerequisites first.

**TEST 2 PRE-CALCULUS:**
For students who have taken algebra already (or placed above) and wish to see if they can go straight into MA1030 or if they need to take its prerequisite first.

**SIGN-UP** for a Math placement test here: [https://my.aup.edu/webform/math-placement-tests-sign-up](https://my.aup.edu/webform/math-placement-tests-sign-up)

⚠️ Each Math placement test can only be taken once.

---

**When can I register for these Math courses?**

### MA1005 GE120 Math for Life
I took the placement test MA General Education and obtained the result *into MA1005*

⚠️ Students can enroll straight into MA1005. No pre-requisites needed.

### MA0900 Algebra (2 credits)
I took the placement test 1 Algebra and obtained the result *into MA0900*

⚠️ Students can enroll straight into MA0900 (can be taken at the same time as MA1020 or MA1025)

---

Any of the following appears on my transcript:

- □ MA1005, MA0900, MA1025 or MA1030, either taken at AUP or transferred in
- □ Placement test General Education result: *Above MA1005*
- □ Placement test 1 Algebra result: *Into MA1020 or MA1025*
- □ ELEC-MA-20 or ELEC-MA-25 equivalence

---

### MA1020 GE120 Applied Statistics

Any of the following appears on my transcript:

- □ MA0900 or MA1020, either taken at AUP or transferred in
- □ Placement test 1 Algebra result: *Into MA1025*
- □ ELEC-MA-25 equivalence

---

### MA1025 GE120 Functions with modeling

Any of the following appears on my transcript:

- □ MA0900 or MA1020, either taken at AUP or transferred in
- □ Placement test 1 Algebra result: *Into MA1025*
- □ ELEC-MA-25 equivalence

---

### MA1030 GE120 Calculus

Any of the following appears on my transcript:

- □ MA1025, either taken at AUP or transferred in
- □ Placement test 2 Pre-Calculus: *Into MA1030*
- □ ELEC-MA-30 equivalence

⚠️ Any math course coded GE1020 can count towards both a major/minor and a General Education requirement.
WHICH MATH TEST AND WHICH MATH CLASS DO I NEED?

I'm interested in majoring in either:
- Computer Science*
- Entrepreneurship
- International Business Administration
- International Economics
- International Finance
- Management
- Management Information Systems
- Marketing
- Mathematics and Computer Science
- Psychology (MA1020 is optional)
- Quantitative Environmental Science

I take MATH TEST 1: ALGEBRA

I take MA1020 Applied Statistics

I take MATH TEST 2: PRE-CALCULUS

For students who have taken Algebra (or placed above)

I take MA1025 Functions with Modeling

I take MA1030 Calculus I

I don't have MA1020 equivalency and:
- I changed my major to one requiring or proposing MA1020
- I want to take MA1020 as an open elective

My transcript shows an equivalency for MA1020, MA1005, MA1025 or MA1030

My test places me into MA1020 or MA1025

I take MA0900 Algebra

It can be taken at the same time as MA1020 or MA1025

My test places me below MA1030

My test places me into MA1030

My transcript shows an equivalency for MA1025

My transcript shows an equivalency for MA0900

My test places me into MA1020 or MA1025

I take MA1005 Math for Life

My test places me above MA1005

My math requirement for General Education is completed

My General Education Math Placement Test places me above MA 1005

I take MA1020 Applied Statistics

My test places me into MA0900

I take MA1030 Calculus I

My transcript shows an equivalency for MA0900
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